INTEGRATED TECHNOLOGIES & TELEMATICS

NEXT-GENERATION 7000 SERIES REACH-FORK® TRUCKS.
PRODUCTIVITY THROUGH CONNECTIVITY

In today’s world, a forklift has to be more than just a workhorse for the warehouse.

By anticipating the future, Raymond is creating a fleet of vehicles capable of answering your needs today and adapting to your needs tomorrow. From sophisticated technologies to the industry’s most comprehensive and scalable telematics, all capabilities are fully integrated and easily activated at any time, allowing you to:

- **ADAPT YOUR TRUCKS MORE QUICKLY AND EASILY**—with remote, electronic upgrades and modifications
- **IDENTIFY OPPORTUNITIES AND ELIMINATE INEFFICIENCIES**—with the insights of real-time data
- **SIMPLIFY WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT**—by integrating your fleet into your WMS
- **ENHANCE OPERATOR PRODUCTIVITY**—with a single Multifunction Color Touchscreen Display
REACH FOR A SMARTER TRUCK

Already known for exceptional productivity, reliability, and energy efficiency, the 7000 Series Reach-Fork Trucks now include a full set of technologies and telematics built into the control system of the truck—ready to be activated at any time. The result is a smarter, more scalable fleet of reach trucks.

SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE AND PRODUCTIVITY

Industry-leading lift, lower, acceleration, and travel speeds allow you to move more pallets every hour and exceptional energy efficiency provides longer run times and fewer battery changes.

- 200+ configurations
- Heights up to 444”
- Capacities up to 4,500 lbs
- Three stance options (Dockstance, Sit/Stand, Universal)
- Integrated, easily activated technologies and telematics
- Multifunction Color Touchscreen Display

ENHANCED OPERATOR COMFORT AND CONFIDENCE

The 7000 Series makes operators feel at home on the truck—and at ease on the job—with the widest choice of stance options.

LOWER MAINTENANCE COSTS

Intelligently engineered with fewer parts and more durable components, the 7000 Series requires less scheduled maintenance than competitive trucks.
REACH FOR A SMARTER TRUCK

The 7000 Series Reach-Fork Trucks now include a full set of technologies and telematics built into the control system of the truck—ready to be activated at any time. This results in a smarter, more scalable fleet of reach trucks.

SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE AND PRODUCTIVITY

Industry-leading lift, lower, acceleration, and travel speeds allow you to move more pallets every hour and exceptional energy efficiency provides longer run times and fewer battery changes.

ENHANCED OPERATOR COMFORT AND CONFIDENCE

The 7000 Series makes pallet load time at home on the truck—and at ease on the job—ever so important with the widest choice of stance options.

LOWER MAINTENANCE COSTS

Integrally engineered with fewer parts and more durable components, the 7000 Series requires less scheduled maintenance than competitive trucks.

OPERATORS

Intuitive touchscreen interface simplifies truck operation. Single, consolidated display eliminates the need for multiple screens in the compartment for better visibility.

Full-color, tiled display offers quick, clear information for greater productivity.

MANAGERS

Scalable fleet and warehouse management solutions allow the truck to grow with your business.

Display provides invaluable insights to uptime operations.

Easy electronic software revision downgrades and avoids the costly overhead necessary with competitive vehicles.

TECHNICIANS

Real-time status and fault codes aid in troubleshooting.

Test modes of programmed analog and digital diagnostics speed up troubleshooting.

Remote system enhancements allow faster, easier upgrades and trucks modifications.

• 200+ configurations
• Heights up to 444”
• Capacities up to 4,500 lbs
• Three stance options (Dockstance, Sit/Stand, Universal)
• Integrated, easily activated technologies and telematics
• Multifunction Color touchscreen Display

THE ULTIMATE DISPLAY OF SIMPLICITY AND USABILITY

Designed for ultimate productivity and usability, real-time truck data—as well as all technology options—can be viewed and controlled on a single Multifunction Color Touchscreen Display that simplifies the day-to-day challenges of everyone, everywhere in your operation.

EASY TO OPERATE

Intuitive touchscreen interface simplifies truck operation. Single, consolidated display eliminates the need for multiple screens in the compartment for better visibility.

Full-color, tiled display offers quick, clear information for greater productivity.

EASY TO ACTIVATE

Intuitive touchscreen interface simplifies truck operation. Single, consolidated display eliminates the need for multiple screens in the compartment for better visibility.

Full-color, tiled display offers quick, clear information for greater productivity.

• 200+ configurations
• Heights up to 444”
• Capacities up to 4,500 lbs
• Three stance options (Dockstance, Sit/Stand, Universal)
• Integrated, easily activated technologies and telematics
• Multifunction Color touchscreen Display

WAREHOUSE EVOlUTION

The most comprehensive and scalable solutions in the industry, WAREHOUSE lets you start out small and add capabilities as your needs change. Simply activate the module you need for the visibility you want into different areas of your business.

• Height-Tilt Indicator
  Displays fork height and tilt condition in real time for greater operator control and confidence—especially at lift heights over 200”.

• Fork Tip Laser Guide
  Provides a clearly visible laser guide for accurate fork positioning to help operators load and unload pallets more quickly at height.

• real-time truck data
  • Battery life/state of charge
  • Speed
  • Date/Time
  • Hour meter readings

• dynamic, tile-based design
  Streamlines interactions and can be tailored to specific operators or applications for enhanced efficiency.

• exclusive Vantage Point® Camera
  Offers a clear view of the pallet load to facilitate greater speed, efficiency, and simplicity.

• WAREHOUSE Evolution Telematics
  Turns your truck into a data-generation tool, giving you insights into your operation to help you:
  • enhance the security of your people
  • streamline OSHA compliance
  • minimize impacts
  • optimize the size of your fleet

• ENHANCED OPERATOR AND FLEET MANAGEMENT

• OPERATORS
  • EASY TO OPERATE
  • EASY TO ACTIVATE

• SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE AND PRODUCTIVITY

• ENHANCED OPERATOR COMFORT AND CONFIDENCE

• LOWER MAINTENANCE COSTS

Standard on today’s trucks and available as a retrofit option on older models, the display is highly intuitive and easily adoptive for greater speed, efficiency, and simplicity.
The world is always changing. Always evolving. Always moving ahead. To keep pace, you’ve got to run better, manage smarter. At Raymond, we’re built to keep you running. We’re built to solve your problems. End to end. Our passion for what we do drives how we impact your world. It helps us understand its unique challenges, and rise above them. In the warehouse and beyond, Raymond is always thinking about your business. Always looking forward. Always on.

IF YOU’RE LOOKING FOR A PARTNER WITH THE TOOLS AND EXPERIENCE TO HELP YOU RUN BETTER AND MANAGE SMARTER, LET’S TALK.

For a demonstration of any of our 7000 Series Reach-Fork trucks, please contact your local Raymond Sales Representative.